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Shi Chong was a personage in Xi Jin Dynasty. But in history, it seemed that 
his moral was mean and his personality was shabby, just for that he killed his 
servants in the course of vying with others in wealth and done obeisance to 
others’ dust. So his literary creations were always out of the people’s eyes. His 
achievement on literary creations, though Zhong Rong listed him in the middle 
level, owing to be less in quantity , was not high, and few people done research 
on them. Seeing that there are many blanks in Shi Chong’s research at present, 
this text proceeded with Shi Chong’s basic historical data emphatically, drawing 
the outline of his life, his thought, his living, and his literary creations, etc, and 
probing into some questions within my power. This text just consult experts and 
scholars sincerely 
This text is divided into four chapters altogether. Chapter one tries to make 
out of the year of Shi Chong’s several important experiences, put his pedigree in 
order, and find out his graveyard. Chapter two makes a concrete analysis of Shi 
Chong’s life, and puts emphasis on explaining that Shi Chong got rich by many 
ways, but not through robbing as the historical books said. Shi Chong’s vying 
with others in wealth is the result of all factors in various fields, such as social 
fashion, thought and personality, etc, which are comprehensive. Chapter three 
probes into “24 friends” the group’s characters, the relations between the 
members and the time when the “24 friends” formed at last. Then this chapter 
expounds that the reason why Shi Chong joined " 24 friends " is for saving his 















chapter briefs to introduce the important influence of the Gold Valley Gather on 
later age. Chapter four argues the produced time of Shi Chong’s poems and 
articles, then summarizes his achievements on literary creations. This text thinks 
that his literary achievement reflects on his Yue Fu poems mainly, regarding " 
Wang Mingjun Ci" as their representative. The part of the conclusions sums up 
the main views of the whole text. 
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导    言 
 2
的政治环境。 





















































书》以讹传讹，一说抢劫，顿时就想到了杀人。   




















































第一章  生平考 
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